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STATISTICS: One of the coolest part of driving 
web PR through PRWeb.com is that I get to watch 
the result in REAL-TIME, via the PRWEb 
Statistics page. Every release with any contribution 
has this feature, and as you increase contribution, 
you also receive increased statistics with more 
granular detail. More good stuff below.
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Yahoo+Google News - The dueling kings of web traffic and the top 
search engines receive your press releases as soon as they go live (I 
recommend sending them by Midnight, 3–5 days prior to the release date. 
You'll pick up thousands of international views and hundreds of clicks 
between Midnight and 7AM the day of the release).

Inktomi, Overture - Inktomi is a search engine that provides data 
services to many other search engines. It digs into the PRWeb's Press 
Releases (even ones that are up but not yet active) and helps speed the 
search engines in finding your release. Overture manages Pay-Per-Click 
for press releases on Yahoo News. See your press there within 24 hours.

NewsCrafters Services - OK, so we've spent these last few pages 
helping you develop eye-catching, media-friendly and search-engine 
lovable releases. But if Do It Yourself isn't your thing, PRWeb has a 
complete soup-to-nuts service called NewsCrafters. Give them your 
outline, and get your release, optimized and ready to go. Call for details.

PRWeb Direct - If you'd like to add PRWeb's services to your 
company, but don't have the manpower or skills (or desire) to develop 
great PR for your clients and visitors, then simply sign-up for PRWeb 
Direct. This service will handle all of the heavy lifting, and get you a 
custom co-branded site. Now you're in the PR business... fast and easy!
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HELP! - You can ALWAYS get help at PRWeb – through the web site, 
through a fast online help system, by email, and via phone. The 24/7/365 
team of editors, technologists and support folks are at the ready. And you 
can find breaking news on the PRWeblog, and tips tricks, site updates and 
new partners at www.prwebquickstart.com. 


